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Channel your inner Hasselhoff and get your summer legs into these Afends 
Baywatch 16" Blue Acid boardshorts. With an elastic waist and durable 
drawstring, they're ready for whatever action you throw their way - surfing, 
swimming, skating...  patrolling LA beaches for drowning babes. 

The Afends brand was borne in the backstreets of Byron Bay by mates who got 
their start producing merch for punk and hardcore bands. Now you know their 
story their basics are anything but. Grab the 100% cotton Afends Nylon Tee 
Royal Blue if you want something beyond the norm. 
Perform the most stylish move in a surfer's repertoire with the Sergio Layback 
Ashphalt boardshorts from Billabong, made from recycled supreme suede and 
with a superior fit for ultimate movement. 
No matter what fun stuff you're planning this season - hitting the waves, 
dropping the bowl or scoffing hot chips on the sand, the Billabong Shadow Cut 
OG Boardshort Black Heather, with the signature 20 core fit, will have you 
covered with extreme comfort. 
If you're on the hunt for a big piece of high-performance, comfort, stylish 
goodness then grab the Billabong Slice OG 21" Stealth boardshort. Made from 
supreme suede that features micro repel and designed in the signature core fit.
Stressing about what to wear for the second date? You want to impress 
without triggering the try-hard alarm, right? Sorted. Just slip into the Billabong 
Banded Die Cut Tee Black, with all the 100% cotton feels, pair with your 
favourite denim and go get 'em, tiger. 
The Billabong Triple Threat Muscle Black definitely gives the other tanks on the 
market a run for their money, with it's comfortable fit, stylish cut and oil wash 
vintage finish.  
As the name suggests, the All Day Overdye Layback Sage boardshorts from 
Billabong can be worn from dawn until dusk thanks to the super-soft supreme 
suede.
Got the first-date jitters about what the heck to wear? Whack on this smart-
casual grey button-up shirt from Billabong and now all you have to remember 
is to chew with your mouth closed. 
The most perfect music festival accompaniment, get your legs into the Barney 
Cools B.Relaxed Short Black for ultimate stylish comfort. 
Whether you're chucking backflips, dive-bombing or just lounging in the lilo, do 
it in style with the Poolside 17" Yacht Club Indigo boardshort from Barney 
Cools. 
A t-shirt that's tinged with a cheeky nod to leisure wear, slip into the modern 
Cools Sports Aqua Stripe Tee from Barney Cools for 100% cotton comfort.

If you want a short that can take you from beach to beer-garden in complete 
comfort, then grab the Amphibious 17" Polka Party short from Barney Cools. 
Its quick-drying stretch fabric means you only need to worry about what to put 
on top. 



The B.Thankful Beige Stripe Tee from Barney Cools is worthy of a screenful of 
hand prayer emojis expressing gratitude about how darn handsome you look 
when you slip into its 100% cotton goodness. 
Every wardrobe needs a basic go-to at the ready, but with the Barney Cools B.
Nostalgic Embro Tee White you get a bit of something extra with the subtle 
retro logo print to the chest. 
We're not sure about your track game, but you'd win a gold medal for looking 
slick-as in this Barney Cools Olympic Tee White, made from 100% cotton with a 
retro-inspired stripe strip to the chest. 
Every wardrobe needs a basic go-to at the ready, but with the B.Cools Embro 
Tee Mustard you get a bit of something extra with the subtle logo print to the 
chest and modern mustard colour. 
You'll score full marks for style in the Brixton Grade Tee Navy Orange, with 
contemporary logo design and colour combo and made from comfy 100% 
cotton. 
Pair the cotton-blend Brixton Wheeler Tee Heather Grey with a some skinny 
black denim for some subtle style that will see you roll into any occasion in 
cool comfort. 
If your strength is looking slick-as then you'll fit right in wearing the Brixton 
Forte II Tee Heather made from 100% cotton. 
Whether you're doing the work hustle or dominating the skatepark, do it in 
subtle style with the Element Folk Tee Vintage Black. 
All your wardrobe will come together with the Oz Sync Tee Midnight from 
Element, with it's modern stripe design, contrast ribbed neckline and 100% 
cotton. 
For those who like a bit of moto influence in their wardrobe, you'll love the 
simplistic edge of the Fox Side Barred Premium Tank Blank complete with the 
Fox logo design to the front. 
Rev up your wardrobe with the Fox Race Team Premium Tee Black, made from 
a pure lightweight cotton construction and with the iconic logo to the chest. 
A perfect choice for fans of moto-inspired attire, the Fox Murc Toner 2.0 Tee 
Black/Yellow is 100% cotton and comes complete with the logos you love. 
Whack it on and get to the track. 
Get pumped for any wheel action you have planned in the Fox Supercharged 
Premium Tee Optic White, made from 100% cotton and complete with the 
classic Fox logo to the chest. 
You need to take stock of how good the Globe Goodstock Chino Short in Field 
Green is, with the comfortable cotton, fitted waistband and versatile pair-with-
anything style.
Unleash the inner seafaring larrikin from within with the 100% cotton Anchor 
Tee Black from The Mad Hueys - the salty crew who know no boundaries.  
Hey, we're not suggesting you squeeze into a birdcage and be ditched into 
shark-infested waters, but we are insisting you get your guns into this Hueys 
Muscle Black tank from salty nutters, The Mad Hueys. 
Get hooked by the Aussie-as larrikins, the Mad Hueys, in their Gone Fishing Tee 
Black, that provides shoey-worthy style whether on land or at sea. 
With the Hurley Surf Check O&O Hood Dark Grey Heather, there's no excuse 
not to get up for the early ocean assessment, with its soft cotton-poly blend 
and cosy brushed inner lining. 



We're not suggesting you go and grab a bongo and get all hippy on us, but we 
are encouraging you slip into the Hurley Phantom Drum Circle Volley if you 
want complete comfort and style in and out of the ocean. They're made from 
recycled quick-drying polyester with a back patch pocket and sit just above the 
knee to help you move freely. 
Made from 100% recycled polyester with a back patch pocket to stash our 
ever-practical waterproof Aussie cash, and a fit that allows for maximum 
movement, these Hurley O&O 21" Boardshort Black are the one and only thing 
you'll need for the warmer months. Oh, and a board. 
The Hurley Dri Fit Chino 21" Walkshort Black is oozing with beach-style 
sophistication, with its fitted waist with belt loops and multiple pockets. 
A tank with a bit more than the norm, the Hurley Premium Hidden Palms 
Muscle Black is made from 100% cotton, and features raw cut armholes and a 
contemporary palm print to the chest. 
It's the season to get them guns out. This Hurley Premium O&O Muscle Black is 
beggin' to be paired with your favourite boardies for some fun in the sun. 
You can't go wrong, but you can go very, very right with this all-round cotton-
blend O&O Tee Black from Hurley, made from a sweat-wicking fabric to keep 
you cool and dry.
You can't go wrong, but you can go very, very right with this all-round 100% 
cotton O&O Solid Tee Black from Hurley, with their logo splashed right across 
the chest. 
The perfect top that can be dressed up or down, the Hurley Dri Fit Straya 
Blocked Tee Heather Grey is made from 100% cotton and features a contrast 
of two cool contemporary colours. 
Perfect for a cheeky sundowner with the crew, pair these Levi's 541 Athletic 
Hem Short Adventure denim shorts with a shirt or tee and get that coldie in 
your grasp. 
Got an occasion where you need to look smart-casual but you're scratching 
your head about what that even means? The Nena and Pasadena Flight Short 
in Broken Black, with its fitted style and slight distressing, will have you sorted 
when paired with your fave shirt. 

Come in a little closer and we'll tell you all you need to know… the 
Confessions Muscle Jet Black tank from Nena and Pasadena is all-style 
goodness with a large logo print design to the back and a layered hem. 
If subtle style is what you're after in your t-shirt, then the Lockdown Tee 
Pigment Stone from Nena and Pasadena is the choice for you. Made in a 
regular fit, with simple logo design, it pairs well with any pants. 
The contemporary slim fit Savage Short Freedom Black from Nena and 
Pasadena will be your music fest camping faves. Just take a change of tees to 
whack on top and don't forget to keep those fluids up. (Okay, Mum.)
The Beastie Boys sing about it and now you get to wear it. The Nena and 
Pasadena Sabotage Muscle Grey Marle is a boxed-fit tank has a layered hem 
and logo design to chest and back. 
Slip into the brushed fleece of the Nike SB Icon Hoodie Dark Grey Heather 
Black, with the iconic logo on the chest, for some post work-out warmth, and 
use the adjustable drawcord hood to keep cosy when the chill creeps in. 
Get your limbs into the cosy brushed-fleece comfort of the Nike SB Top Icon 
Crew Grey/Red. Made from a cotton blend and featuring ribbed cuffs and hem. 
Look smokin' this summer in this Quiksilver Quik Fire Muscle Black that will 
give your boardies or jeans a little edge this season. 



When you want some one-on-one time with your skateboard, chuck on the 
lightweight cotton jersey Grind Date Muscle tee from Quiksilver and ride on off 
into the sunset. 
Sunny days are here again, so slip your limbs into the Quiksilver Fineline 
Muscle Black tee, made from 100% cotton with logo branding to the chest and 
back. 
If anyone asks, "how ya goin'?" you can simply point to your Quiksilver Feelin 
Fine Tee Black, made from a lightweight 100% cotton jersey and fit with a 
longer length and slimmer cut. 
Comfy coverage with style, the Quiksilver Double Stringer L/S Tee will be an 
item you'll never want to take off. Made from a poly-cotton blend and printed 
design to the sleeves. 
The sleeve print design gives the Rough Right L/S Hood from Quiksilver a bit of 
extra slick to your get-up. It's made from 100% cotton, is a regular fit and pairs 
well with any denim. 
A modern nod to the past, the Quiksilver Retro Right Tee has a hexagon 
graphic and is made from a lightweight cotton jersey. Looks wicked with any 
shade of denim. 
Get some sea inspiration to your attire with the Quiksilver Photo Mix Tee 
Black, with an array of ocean graphics to the chest and made from lightweight 
100% cotton jersey. 
You'll be armed for fin-busting fun in the Quiksilver Slash Logo 20 Aquatic 
boardshort, with the fitted waistband and drawcord, contrasting design and 
logo to the leg. 
You can picture it now: taking the highline and racing to the section then 
popping to the air in the Quiksilver Highline 50 Solid 18" Bijou Blue 
boardshorts. 

In 1994, the band TLC warned us defs not to chase them, but we say defs do 
don the  Waterfalls Shirt Medieval Blue from Quiksilver, with its stylish fit and 
ability to be dressed up or down. 
The 100% cotton Quiksilver Simple Colour Tee Blue Nights is sure to be your 
go-to fave for all the fun you have in store, and is versatile enough to be paired 
with any bottoms. 
You can picture it now: taking the highline and racing to the section then 
popping to the air in the Quiksilver Highline 50 Solid 18" Thyme boardshorts. 
Take some ocean inspiration with you everywhere you go with this wicked 
Local Motive printed tee from Quiksilver. It's 100% cotton regular-fit goodness.  
Get some sea inspiration to your attire with the Quiksilver Photo Mix Tee, with 
an array of ocean graphics to the chest and made from lightweight 100% 
cotton jersey. 
Look a bit of alright in white with the Quiksilver Lock Up Tee White, and pair 
with your favourite skinny denim for next-level rightness. 
Fine? More like sensational is what you'll look in the Quiksilver Fine Line Pocket 
Tee White, made from a lightweight cotton jersey in a modern fit. 
You won't be able to help yourself loving this Quiksilver No Control Tee 
Marzipan, with its 100% lightweight cotton, regular fit and crew neckline. 

Time to even up that spring suit tan with the Rusty Fader Muscle Coal and 
watch the lines fade away. Complete with their logo to the chest and back on 
overdye acid wash fabric, pair with some plain boardies for ultimate summer 
fun. 



This Rusty TV Screen Liquify Tee Black is a call to TV-spiration that's, let's face 
it, probably one day to be extinct as we know it. But at least we'll have this 
100% mid-weight cotton goodness. 
Time to even up that spring suit tan with the Rusty Fader Tank Wrasse Blue 
and watch the lines fade away. Made from an overdye acid wash fabric, pair 
with some plain boardies for ultimate summer fun. 
Be at one with the ocean in the Rusty Liquify Elastic 17" Maui Blue boardshort, 
complete with pigment printed panels, and elastic waistband with drawcord 
for complete comfort. 
Ironically, these Off The Hook elastic waist Rusty walkshorts would suit any 
occasion, from cruising the beach to fishing at the creek. 
Be at one with the ocean in the Rusty Liquify Elastic 17" Note Pink boardshort, 
complete with pigment printed panels, and elastic waistband with drawcord 
for complete comfort. 
The Splinter Tee White from Rusty is so good, it's sure to get under your skin. 
Made from 100% mid-weight cotton jersey with the much-loved Rusty logo 
print to the chest and back. 
For a modern sleeveless top that still provides style to any get-up, you can't go 
past the RVCA Scum Muscle Tank, made from a pure cotton jersey. 
For the t-shirt that goes with anything, this 100% cotton, round-neck basic 
Little RVCA Tee Black will keep your bottom half happy. 
Forget about 'everything but', this black VA All The Way Tee from RVCA goes 
the whole hog, with logo design to the chest and back and 100% cotton jersey. 
The vintage dye wash on the RVCA Scum Tee Black/Acid is a winner when 
paired with light denim and white kicks. Made from 100% cotton and graphics 
to the chest and backs. 
If you want some boardies with a bit of difference, grab the RVCA Moon 
Flower Elastic Navy, made with an elastic waist with drawcord, contrast side 
panels and embroidery flower detailing. 
Get revved up for summer fun in the RVCA Motors Muscle Sage, made from 
100% cotton with a pigment dye and heavy stone wash, complete with a large 
circular logo to the back. 
Forget about 'everything but', this VA All The Way Muscle Black singlet from 
RVCA goes the whole hog, with logo design to the chest and back and 100% 
cotton jersey. 
For a modern sleeveless top that still provides style to any get-up, you can't go 
past the RVCA Scum Muscle Tank, made from a pure cotton jersey. 
Don't know what to wear? We'll solve it for you. The Volcom Solver Lite 5 
Pocket Pant has been enhanced with a heavyweight slub material that 
combines durability with exceptional stretch.
Do you like your walkshort in a lightweight cotton twill, engineered for 
extreme comfort with a slight stretchy, while being incredibly durable? You 
do? Well, grab the Solver Lite 5 Pocket Walkshort from Volcom. 
Who wants the vanilla of normality anyway?! The Volcom Mystical Stone 
Muscle Black, made from 100% premium cotton, is complete with the big 
graphic statement of, "Embrace the Strange" on the back. 
Volcom take tie dye to the next level with their MC Jagged Tee Black, made 
from 100% ring spun organic cotton with subtle chest graphic. 
You know what all good things come in, and that's the Volcom Threezy Short 
Sand elastic waist walkshort. Complete with three block panels of colour, side 
and back pockets, and made from a cotton-poly blend.



Don't know what to wear? We'll solve it for you. The Volcom Solver Lite 5 
Pocket Pant has been enhanced with a heavyweight slub material that 
combines durability with exceptional stretch.
Quick, grab 'em while they're not looking. The Mates Short in Asphalt Black 
from Volcom are worth the risk of a friendship, made from quality fabric with 
an adjustable drawstring waist. 
If you love a t-shirt with a vintage-inspired fade, then slip into this cotton 
Volcom Pale Wash Stone Tee Pale Rider and pair it with your favourite denim.
Do you like your walkshort in a lightweight cotton twill, engineered for 
extreme comfort with a slight stretchy, while being incredibly durable? You 
do? Well, grab the Solver Lite 5 Pocket Walkshort from Volcom. 
If you're after a denim short to suit the warmer months, but that will still last 
for yonks, you'll be stoked with the Drainer Short Black Smoke from Ziggy, 
made with a cotton blend that has added stretch.
If you're after a denim short to suit the warmer months, but that will still last 
for yonks, you'll be stoked with the Drainer Short Blue Sting from Ziggy, made 
with a cotton blend that has added stretch.
These Abrand denim shorts are a must-have for you wardrobe draws. The high 
waist looks stylin' with shirts, tees or tanks and the relaxed fit allows you to 
lounge around in comfort. 
These Abrand denim shorts are a must-have for you wardrobe draws. The high 
waist looks stylin' with shirts, tees or tanks and the relaxed fit allows you to 
lounge around in comfort. 
You'll be tapping into a '70s-style summer in the Abrand A Coney Island 
Jumpsuit, with its halter neckline and dropped back. Pair with some oversized 
sunnies, then part your hair in the middle and style in some side-flicks. 
A nod to comebacks (think: Stranger Things), the A Winona Pinafore by 
Abrand, made from denim and with adjustable shoulder straps, is a must for 
your wardrobe in all its '80s-inspired glory. Pairs  perfectly with a tee or blouse. 
These Abrand denim shorts are a must-have for you wardrobe draws. The high 
waist looks stylin' with shirts, tees or tanks and the relaxed fit allows you to 
lounge around in comfort. 
Every chick needs the cuteness of a denim skirt in their wardrobe. The high 
waist and mid-thigh length on the Abrand A Aline Skirt makes this a perfect 
match to tuck in your favourite tee, shirt or blouse, and top it off with some 
white sneakers. 
Get some playfulness into your get-up with the Abrand A Super Mini Get Fresh 
Tee, with its relaxed but super-high crop and soft 100% cotton jersey. Your 
high-waisted denim will love it. 
This season you can walk to your own Beat Bandcut Tee Black from Afends, 
made from a hemp-cotton blend with an all-over stripe print and contrast 
neckline. 
The contrast straps, neck and back gives the Afends Halifax Singlet another 
level of retro cuteness, and the 100% lightweight cotton jersey makes for a 
comfy wear. Pair with an a-line mini or denim cut-offs for your new fave get-
up. 
A fun salute to summer, the Amuse Society Keep It Simple Dress Gold will 
make a sunny addition to your wardrobe. Made from 100% viscose and 
features thin adjustable straps.
The perfect throw-on for post-surf style. This loose fit Billabong Wind Chaser 
Jumpsuit is 100% cotton with wide flare legs, shoulder straps and a v-neckline.



You'll love the stylish playfulness of the 100% cotton Billabong Lace It Up 
Jumpsuit Black, with a 3/4 flared leg, halter neck, and tie front. 
Brilliant, a comfy denim-look walkshort! The Billabong Coast Line Short Acid 
Blue is made from 100% cotton, with an elastic waistband and drawcord, and 
back pockets. 
Celebrate summer with the Billabong Tulum Tropic Bikini Pant, with a jacquard 
stripe in a bubble-like texture and slim coverage. 
Hey! Presto Stripe Dress from Billabong is a cute adjustable shoestring strap 
mini that looks divine with white sneakers. 
With a hint of 1950s playfulness, the Billabong Kahlua Stripe Short is made 
from cotton and features a high elastic waistband that looks oh-so cute with 
the Billabong Kahlua Stripe Top. 
Show off your shoulders this season in the Billabong Summer High Bandeau 
Bikini Top, and pair with the Summer High Maui Rider bikini bottoms.
Go resort glam with the Billabong Mauve Island Dress White Swan, complete 
with shoestring straps, twist front, high waistband and sophisticated 3/4 
length. 
For post-surf stylish comfort, hop into the Billabong Paros Jumpsuit White, 
made from an airy 100% cotton, with a wide flared leg and shell button 
placket. Perfect for pairing with sandles or sandshoes. 
The Billabong Sky High Tee White, made from 100% cotton and with a pretty 
chest design, will be the first item you grab to pair with all your favourte 
bottoms this season.
The Billabong Suntrip Top is all about calling in the good summer vibes, with its 
boobtube cropped style and pretty patterned fabric. Pair with your favourite 
high-waisted denim. 
The Tommy Dress from Elwood is all about skate chic, with a relaxed muscle 
tank style, striped design and cotton-rayon blend. 
We all need a favourite striped tee to add a bit of oomph to our wardrobe 
choices, and the Elwood Ruby Tee delivers. Made from a cotton-rayon blend, it 
features a graphic block design to the chest. 
Whether you're skating the bowl, cruising the streets or heading out for a hike, 
the Elwood Misty Tank will get you there in style with its metallic logo print to 
the chest and comfort with the cotton-rayon blend.
That's a wrap, we found your new favourite top this season! The Kendra Twist 
Top from Elwood has an all-over stripe and a side tie, and looks yacht-rock luxe 
when paired with white bottoms. 
The Elwood Hannie Dress features a sleeveless a-line cut, with custom 
designed styling to the neckline and a striped 100% cotton fabric. To up the 
skater chic ante, slip into some white sneakers. 
Add a bit of attitude to your action wear with the Enduration Legging from Fox. 
They can be dressed up or down and feature the Fox logo on outer left leg. 
For those who like a bit of moto influence in their wardrobe, you'll love the 
simplistic edge of the Fox Cortex Muscle Tank, complete with the Fox logo 
design to the front. 
For those who like a bit of moto influence in their wardrobe, you'll love the 
simplistic edge of the Fox Responded V-Neck Roll Short Sleeve Tee, complete 
with the Fox logo design to the front. 
You be chill in the 100% cotton Hurley Always Chillin Biker Tank, with its low 
armholes and ribbed neckline. Now, hop on your pushie and tear up the 
neighbourhood. 



Get relaxed this season in the Hurley Chillin Scoop Singlet Celestial Teal. The 
cotton-polyester blend, ribbed neckline and armholes and curved hemline 
looks next-level chill with denim shorts. 
No matter what your ride - motor or otherwise - tear around on it in style in 
the Hurley One And Only Wash Biker Tank, made from 100% cotton with 
contrast ribbing on the armholes and neck and a raw edge hem creating the 
worn-in look. 
For those who love to represent their fave teams without compromising on 
style, grab the Majestic Montana Crop Muscle NY Yankees White, made from 
100% cotton. 
Get up to all sorts of fun this season in the O'Neill Storm Playsuit, made from 
100% crinkle viscose in a pinafore style with adjustable shoulder straps. Get 
extra playful and pair with sandles, sneakers or boots. 
Get playful at the beach this season with the cheeky cut of the O'Neill Harper 
Bikini Pant Ocean Stripe. 
Look as pretty as a picture at the beach this season in the O'Neill Drama Bikini 
Top in Ocean Stripe. 
Get your beach paradise plan in place with the stunning Bowfin Bikini Pant 
from O'Neill. It's a standard coverage fit, with a wide tab cut-out design to the 
sides. Pair with the O'Neill Bowfin Bikini Top. 
You'll need to get a grip on how gorgeous you're set to look in this O'Neill 
Embrace Tee, with a twisted detailing at the front for a flattering fit. 
Follow the rays this season in the gorgeous Sunchaser One Piece swimsuit from 
Rhythm, complete with eyelet and lace up front, and scoop back. 
A nod to the colours of Africa, the Zimbabwe Scoop One Piece from Rhythm 
has a gorgeous pattern of earthy stripes, and features a flattering scoop back 
and functional adjustable straps. 
Plan yourself a summer escape and don't forget to pack these Rhythm Islander 
Beach Pant, with a slimming fit and full bottom coverage. 
Celebrating a Malibu surfing icon, the Gidget Scoop Top from Rhythm is 1950s 
cute, complete with centre tie, wide straps and adjustable back closure. Now, 
ride that nose, sista! 
Picture yourself living it up resort-style in the Californian desert in the Palm 
Springs One Piece from Rhythm. With cheeky bottom coverage, thin adjustable 
straps and a ribbed fabric. 
Slip into the stunning Roxy Bali Itinerary Top, made from a lightweight cotton, 
complete with adjustable knotted straps and buttons to the front. Now all you 
need to do is decide where to go - Ulus? Lembongan? Canggu?
Everyone needs a muscle tee in their outfit choices, and the Roxy Red Lines 
Tank will be that versatile fave you reach for time and time again. Made with a 
comfy regular fit and style logo placement to the chest. 
The Roxy Holy Spring Water Dress Yellow is the perfect choice to take you from 
beach to off-sand occasions without needing to change. Made from 100% mid-
weight cotton, with a low v-neck on back and adjustable thin straps. 
Allow your mind to wander to a sun-filled and shoe-free existence with the 
casual-glam Dreamer Beach Pant Culotte Black from Rusty. Made from a 
lightweight cotton with wide leg pant, front splits and elastic back waistband. 
Allow your mind to wander to a sun-filled and shoe-free existence with the 
casual-glam Dreamer Beach Cami from Rusty. Made from a lightweight cotton 
with adjustable straps and metal trim. 
Bringing a bit of style to the sand, with its cotton cheesecloth and relaxed fit, 
the Rusty Karina Beach Shirt will become a beach bag essential.



Collect the compliments with this gorgeous Koda 2 Tube Top Vintage Rose 
from Rusty. Made from a lightweight cotton-poly, with a tube top style and tie-
up shoulder straps. Looks best when paired with denim bottoms. 
The Rusty Splinter Muscle tee is sure to get under skin as being a wardrobe 
fave, with its mid-weight cotton jersey and stylish logo graphic to the back. 
Set a low gear and relax on the beach this season in the Rusty Cruise 2 Classic 
Bikini Pant, with flat side tabs, classic coverage and a nylon-spandex rib. Pair 
with the Rusty Cruise 2 Button Bikini Top. 
Don't underestimate the style potential of a subtle tank tee. The Keyline RVCA 
Muscle, with its relaxed fit, slight crop and logo design, looks head-turning 
awesome paired with high-waist denim. 
Get some fresh flavour into your summer outfit with the RVCA Tai Dress Mint, 
styled in a slim fit mini length with 90s neckline, back tie and zip closure. Pair 
with sneakers for ultimate playfulness. 
Want a cheeky, fun addition to your wardrobe this season? You'll adore The 
Rails Pant Charcoal from RVCA, with its high-waisted loose fit and cropped leg, 
complete with textured stripe. Pair with the RVCA The Rails Cami for ultimate 
cheek. 
Roll into this season with a bit of attitude with the Tie Dye Dot Muscle tee from 
Santa Cruz. With logo graphic to the chest and back, pair with your favourite 
shorts and get amongst it. 
Make your statement bold and large with the Big Dot Crop Tee from Santa 
Cruz, made from 100% cotton and large logo graphic to the chest. Pair with 
some high waisted black denim to be seen and heard.
Get whisked away to the tropics in the Seafolly Las Palmas DD Cup Bandeau 
one piece swimsuit. It's printed on a sateen base for a luxe look, has tie sides, 
soft cups and boning.
Get whisked away to the tropics in the Seafolly Las Palmas Hipster swimsuit 
pant. It's printed on a sateen base for a luxe look and can be paired with the 
Seafolly Las Palmas DD Cup Bralette or Tube Top. 
Get whisked away to the tropics in the Seafolly Las Palmas Tube Top. It's 
printed on a sateen base for a luxe look, contrast banding and can be paired 
with the Seafolly Las Palmas Hipster bikini pant. 
The Shine On swimwear series from Seafolly oozes a sophisticated '70s 
summer style, made from a high-quality liquid luxe fabric. The Sine On F Cup 
Halter is a stylish option for fuller cup size, with adjustable straps, hidden 
underwire and boning. Pairs perfectly with any of the Shine On bottom styles. 
The Water Garden Series from Seafolly is a celebration of botanical blooms 
with lashings of floral and paisley. Made from a high quality recycled nylon 
fabric containing extra life lycra, the Seafolly Water Garden Hipster pants 
provide a flattering bottom fit and pair beautifully with the Water Garden 
Wrap Front Booster top or Frill Bustier Bandeau. 
The Classic Tee Sage from Thrills is a t-shirt you'll reach for time and time 
again. It's constructed using lightweight, super-soft fabric and features raw 
hem and sleeve detailing for an effortless look.
Summer's already knocking on the door, so slip into the Thrills Classic Logo One 
Piece for some modern glam, with its low scoop back and subtle front logo 
placement. 
The Classic Loose Fit Tee from Thrills is a t-shirt you'll reach for time and time 
again. It's constructed using lightweight, super-soft fabric and features raw 
edge hem and sleeve detailing for an effortless look.



Why would you want to be anyone else, especially while wearing the Volcom 
Good To Be You Dress, made from 100% viscose, in a maxi length and with 
button-through front, this frock looks tops paired white sneakers, sandals or 
ankle boots. 
If you like to take your tees literally you'll love the Volcom Get High Neck Tank, 
made from 100% cotton, constructed with low armholes and a high neckline, 
plus features "In The Clouds" graphic wording to the chest. 
As the name suggests, the All Day Overdye Layback Denim Blue boardshorts 
from Billabong can be worn from dawn until dusk thanks to the super-soft 
supreme suede.
Get pumped for any wheel action you have planned in the Fox Throwback Tee 
Black, made from 100% cotton and complete with the classic Fox logo to the 
chest. 
A perfect choice for fans of moto-inspired attire, the Fox Listless Muscle Dusty 
Blue tank is 100% cotton and comes complete with the logos you love. Whack 
it on and get to the track. 
Everyone knows red goes faster! Moto enthusiasts will dig the Fox Moth Bball 
Tank Red, with its soft durable cotton and 100% poly mock mesh. The track is 
calling! 
The perfect choice for the post-surf feels, get cosy in the Hurley O&O Hood 
Black. Made from a fleece cotton with joey pocket and logo to the chest, now 
all you need is five bucks of hot chips. 
No need to give Mum the pushback on what to wear, just grab the Hurley O&O 
Pushthrough Tee Black in 100% cotton to keep everyone happy. 
Represent your team with the Majestic LA Tee Black, with the LA Dodgers logo 
to the chest. 
Represent your team with the Majestic NY Tee White, with the New York 
Yankees logo to the chest. 
Celebrate the legacy of Scottie Pippen's career with the Mitchell & Ness 
Legends Tee Black Bulls Pippen. 
Get ready for those long rides with the Quiksilver The Point 17" Black 
boardshorts. Made from super suede fabric and with fitted waistband. 
When you want some one-on-one time with your skateboard, chuck on the 
lightweight cotton jersey Grind Date Muscle tee from Quiksilver and ride on off 
into the sunset. 
We know you can't help yourself loving the Quiksilver No Control Tee Black, 
made from 100% cotton with a cool logo print to the chest and back. Pair with 
boardies for summer fun. 
Yo, the weekend's here, so what are you waiting for? Whack on the Blackend 
Boy 16" Medieval Blue boardies from Quiksilver, made with a super suede 
polyester, and with contrast fitted waistband and back patch pocket. 
Get some sea inspiration to your attire with the Quiksilver Photo Mix Tee 
White, with an array of ocean graphics to the chest and made from lightweight 
100% cotton jersey. 
Fun fact: it was a popular 80s dance music genre. So get your groove on in the 
Rusty Acid House 4 Short Coal, complete with elastic waistband, side entry 
pockets and acid wash fabric. 
Considering you've gotta be in it to win it, slip yourself into the Competition 
Tee  from Rusty, with its pure cotton and logo to the chest and back, pair with 
some shorts and you'll be winning. 



It's the sign that perfectly sums up surf culture and now you can wear it. The 
Santa Cruz Shaka Surf Hand Tee is made from 100% cotton and features the 
iconic Santa Cruz hand forming the shaka sign on the back. 
Embrace the weekend vibes with the Cruizer Beach Short from Santa Cruz, 
made from cotton in an above-knee fit elastic waistband and drawcord.
Embrace the spirit of Aloha in the Rhythm Waimea Dress, complete with a 
palm island pattern, sleeveless wide straps, button-down front and mini 
length. 
Nothing screams summer frolicking than this Beachside Jumpsuit from style-
masters Rhythm. With a pinafore front and button closures, pair with an 
underneath tee and sneakers. 


